Introduction
This article is inspired by a recent research on tropical cyclone (TC) simulation coordinated changes that occur as a result of the modifications to the parameterized deep convection. Some 115 verification of the atmospheric basic state changes due to the deep convection changes is also 116 provided in Section 4, followed by concluding remarks and discussion in Section 5. where Į is a free parameter, D the depth of the subcloud layer, and x a random number chosen at 136 every model integration time step. Here the depth of the subcloud layer D is assumed to be 137 related with the plume radius by Simpson and Wiggert (1969) , and this stochastic determination 138 has a basis to consider spatial statistics of the observed cloud widths (or radius) and volumes that 139 follow a power law distribution found by Bacmeister and Stephens (2011) from the CloudSat 140 data (Stephens et al. 2002) . Figure 1 compares the minimum entrainment threshold values 141 between the conventional, deterministic method from Tokioka et al. (1988) and the stochastic 142 method in this study. In case of n=1/2, which is used in this study, the threshold curve increases 143 with the square root function (Fig. 1) , and restores to the conventional Tokioka constraint. This System Model (CCSM) (Gent et al. 2011). 204 Additional details of the model responses (including TC activity, TC intensity and vertical 205 hurricane structure) produced in each experiment are shown in Fig. 4 ExpC.
270
The vertical temperature and humidity profiles are plotted over the TC genesis region in Fig.   271 10 to indicate how they are linked to the atmospheric instability. Here we plot the differences in (Fig. 11b) gives rise to the increase in latent heat flux. We will see later ( 
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The increase in atmospheric instability over the TC genesis region leads to increased ascending 307 motion throughout the vertical column with the largest increase occurring in ExpA, followed by
308
ExpB and then ExpC. The enhanced vertical ascent is associated with enhanced low-level 309 convergence (Fig. 13) . This low-level convergence, combined with low-level moistening (Fig. 310 10) and positive latent heat flux (Fig. 11a) , plays a role in increasing the moisture flux 311 convergence at low levels ( Fig. 12b) (Fig. 15a ), large-scale precipitation (Fig. 15b ) and convective precipitation (Fig.   350 15c). The results show that both total and large-scale precipitation increase noticeably over the 351 tropics for ExpA, whereas there is a substantial reduction in convective precipitation. In contrast,
352
for ExpB (the right panels) there is only a very small change in total precipitation over the 353 tropics (Fig. 15d) , while the large-scale precipitation over the TC genesis region increases 354 slightly ( Fig. 15e ) along with a decrease in convective precipitation (Fig. 15f) respectively. All three experiments overestimate the observed precipitation (left column in Table   362 3; see also Fig. 16a ). Since the observationally-based precipitation estimates from the Global category 4 hurricanes were produced, whereas the control never produced hurricanes stronger 421 than category 3).
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The explicit-scale moist convection favored by atmospheric instability appears to 
